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[ Website video ]
“Jasper Graves here with a summary of the case so far. The more I look into this case,
the more intrigued I become. The four suspects all had the means to pull off this
operation. They also all lack a credible alibi, which is most peculiar. While such things
happen in books and movies-often for dramatic effect-the real world is more
straightforward. So, either I have stumbled into a mystery straight out of a novel, or
there is more going on here than meets the eye. Another elephant in the room I need
to address is that all suspects lied in their police interviews. All of them are hiding
something. Only someone trained in Social Anthropology, such as myself, could see it.
One or more of those secrets may be the key in my hunt for The Queen's Eye, but
none of them will lower their guard around me long enough to let their masks slip.
Yet, as I have learned over the years, no one can keep a mask up forever. There are
always places we feel like we can be ourselves, and once I find out where that is for
each of the suspects, I will be one step closer to unraveling this mystery.”



(Spoilers if you haven’t
reached this part yet) 

[ Digital Recording ]
“What? Oh, someone found me, thank goodness. Listen, you have to hurry. I think
Chris is going to try and leave town. But he doesn’t know that I put an air tag tracker
on his car. You will need my phone. I think Chris threw it in the safe. I don’t know the
code, but I think I heard him type it in a few times. I scratched out what I heard on a
tile behind the toilet. But you will need my journal to understand what is written. I hid
it. Look under the sink to find out where. Be careful. There is more going on here than
meets the eye.”



[ Safe Keypad Sounds ]
Cricket
Radar Ping
Buzz
Bell Clang
Horn
Zap
Bloop
Click
Ding
Heart Beep



[ Investigation Name Puzzle]

The bold/underlined words below are the words Jasper says in his video while
touching his hat.

“Jasper Graves here with a summary of the case so far. The more I look into this case,
the more intrigued I become. The four suspects all had the means to pull off this
operation. They also all lack a credible alibi, which is most peculiar. While such things
happen in books and movies-often for dramatic effect-the real world is more
straightforward. So, either I have stumbled into a mystery straight out of a novel, or
there is more going on here than meets the eye. Another elephant in the room I need
to address is that all suspects lied in their police interviews. All of them are hiding
something. Only someone trained in Social Anthropology, such as myself, could see it.
One or more of those secrets may be the key in my hunt for The Queen's Eye, but
none of them will lower their guard around me long enough to let their masks slip.
Yet, as I have learned over the years, no one can keep a mask up forever. There are
always places we feel like we can be ourselves, and once I find out where that is for
each of the suspects, I will be one step closer to unraveling this mystery.”


